QUESTION BANK
ENGLISH MCB
CLASS – IV

CHAPTER 1 - BISHAL'S BISCUITS
A)

B)

SHORT ANSWER
1) What is the importance of being polite in behaviour?
2) Where did Bishal live?
3) Who was sitting across the table in front of Bishal?
4) Who was right at the and of the storry and why?
MCQ
1) Bishal Lived In a Village In
a) India
b) Sri Lanka
c) Nepal
2) Bishal pretended to be very in terested in:a) video games
b) puzzle
c) cycling

1 MARK

1 Mark
d) Sikkim
d) chatting

CHAPTER - 2
FRIENDS OF THE TREES
Short question :1 Mark
1) "why are you destroying that lovely green patch of grass". Who said this to whom?
2) "yes, yes, ask the bees". Why did he say so?
3) "You are a true friend". Why did the tree say this to the wood pecker?
4) Why did the tree shook his boughs and leaves?
CHAPTER - 3
THE PINE TREE AND THE REED
Rhyming word:Below - Show
Blurt- Unheart

1 Mark

CHAPTER - 4
HELEN KELLER
Short Answer :1) What was the name of Helen Keller's teacher?
2) What was wrong with Helen Keller?
MCQ
1) Helen Keller was born in
a)
Afganistan
b)
Alabama
c)
Denmark
d)
Norway
2) Helen began to grow
a) Smart
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1/2 mark

b) naughty
c) Wild
d) Cool
CH 5
1. Oh , Sire ! Let me wipe that up
1x3
a. Who said these words to whom.
b. What is the meaning of ‘sire ‘ .
c. What did the advisor wanted to wipe ?
2. Choose the correct option
1x4
1. What happened when the drop of honey fell onto the street below ?
a. A fly started to eat it
b. It dripped on a cat
c. It attracted some ants.
2. What was the conclusion the king reached at the end of the story
a. He admitted that he was at fault
b. He decided to stop eating honey
c. He blamed the Adviser for not acting earlier
3. “ Not our problem “ --- who was saying these sentence repetitively
a. The king
b. The Adviser
c. Man on the streets
4. What did the Soldiers do when they arrive on the scene ?
a. They too joined the fight
b. They managed to stop the fight
c. They forced the King to stop the fight
Write down the word meanings
a. Adviser
b. Drip
c. Plop
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2.
3.
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3.
4.

(1 x 3)

Ch 7
A. Answer the following question
(1x3)
Do you think it is right to keep the animals in a zoo ? Why / Why not ?
Why did the Knight of Atri decide to turn the horse out ?
The people of Atri acted quickly to help the helpless horse . Discuss about the
values exhibit here.
B. Answer in a sentence
(2x4)
Why the Knight of Atri had always been a miser ?
“ The hungry horse began to pull on the rope “ . What could it mean ?
Why the people of Atri Stood in wonder ?
Did you think Knight’s decision to turn his horse out a fair one ? Why do you think
so ?

5. Why did the bell was placed in the market place ?
6. The Knight of Atri said to himself . “Why should I keep this horse when food is
costly, and I do not have enough gold ? I will turn him out to get his own food.
3)

(1 x

a. Who said these words .
b. What is the meaning of Knight
c. By reading these above lines. What adjective you wanted to give the Knight of
Atri
Ch 9
Have you seen a little dog
Anywhere about ?
A raggy dog , a Shaggy dog ,
Who’s always looking out
For some fresh mischief which he thinks
1. Read the above stanza and pick out two adjectives that the speaker uses to
describe the dog.
2. What is the meaning of ‘raggy ‘
3. Pick out the word which rhyme with ‘ raggy’
If you see that little dog ,
His tail up in the air .
A Whirly tail , a Curly tail.
A dog who doesn’t care
For any other dog he meets ,
Not even for himself ,
Then hide your mats , and put your meat
Upon the top most shelf .
a. What can you learn about the speaker’s dog from these lines ?
b. What does the speaker tell you to do in the above stanza ?
c. How does the speaker describe the dog’s tail in these stanza ?
d. Write the meaning of “whirly tail “.
e. Pick out the word from the stanza which rhyme with ‘ Whirly ‘

